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Introduction.
The

idea

of the research of this paper is based in two

by J. Abdelhay
I) "The
1)

in 1948, and a theorem

theorems obtained

obtained by J.M. Boyte in 1973.

following conditions on a T2 space are equivalent:
Given an open covering 17 of X and given eel,

there exists an open

refinement <=V of "V such that <=Vis locally finiteat a.
2)

X is regular" (See J. Abdelhay,
been rediscovered by J. Chew

"Teorema"

1 in [1]; this theorem

has

in 1972 [5] and J.M. Boyte in 1973 [4]).

II) "If X is T2, then X is normal, if and only if,each open covering <U of X
has, for each U&HJ

and each closed set FdU

an

open refinement which

is locally finitein F, i.e.: in every point of F" (See J. Abdelhay,

"Teorema"

2 in [1]).
Ill) "If X is T2, then X is normal, if and only if, each open covering HJ of X
has, for each U^CU

and each closed set FdU

(*) Partially supported

by "Comision

Received

Revised September

May

2, 1988.

Asesora

an open

refinement which

de Investigation Cientifica y Tecnica"

30, 1988.
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is locally finitewith respect to F" (Def.: A

collection of sets Q is locally

finite with respect to a set S if there exists an
5 such that V(S)r＼G^0
Bovte. Theorem

for only finitelymany

open

set V(S) containing

members

Gg5.

See J.M.

8 in T41).

In [1], Abdelhay

defined the concept of paracompact

in E.

Analogously,

new

covering pro‑

using the hypothesis of theorems I and III, we define some

perties: yl‑paracompact in E, yl‑paracompact with respect to E, and paracompact
with respect to E.
In Theorems

1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and

1.6 of Section 1

we

characterize all these

properties for an arbitrary closed subset.
In
We

Section 2 of this paper

give important

1) A

study these properties for certain subsets.

characterizations of lightly compact

and countablv compact
The

we

spaces (Theorem

2.2)

spaces (Proposition 2.9) using these methods.

following definitions are used in this paper:

subset E

of a topological space X is said to be a‑paracompact

(<r‑para‑

compact) in X if every covering of E by open subsets of X has a refinement
by open subsets of X, locally finitein X (a‑locally finitein X) which covers
E. (See [2]).
2) A subset ￡ of a topological space X is said to be normal

(regular) in X

if

E and each closed (one‑point) subset of X, non intersecting E, have disjoint
open neighbourhoods. (See flOl).

1.

On

paraeompactness.

We introduce various covering properties related with paraeompactness.
Definition
1) We

1. Let X be a topological space and let E

will say that X is ^4‑paracompact in E if every

be a subset of X.

open

covering HJ of X

has an open refinement <^V which is locally finitein E (i.e.: in every point
of E).
2) We

will say

such that EdU

that X

is paracompact

for some

U^CU

in E if every open covering 1/ of I

has an open refinement <^V which is locally

finitein E. (J. Abdelhay).
3) We

will say that X is A‑paracompact

ing HJ of X

has an open

with respect to E if every open cover‑

refinement cv which is locally finitewith respect

to E.
4) We

will say that X is paracompact

with respect to E if every open covering
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HJ of X such that EcU
for some C/CU has an open refinement cv which
is locallyfinitewith respect to E (see [4]).
Remark

1.1.

1) If X is A‑paracompact

in (with respect to) E, then X

is yl‑paracompact

in

(with respect to) F for every FaE.
2) We
a)

have:
X i4‑paracompact in E =$ X paracompact

in E (The

converse is false: see

2.6 and 2.7).
b)

X

A‑paracompact

with respect to E =5 X ^4‑paracompact in E

(The

con‑

verse is false: see 1.3 and 1.4).
c)

X paracompact

with respect to E =} X paracompact in E (This implication

is an equivalence if X is a regular and To space: see 1.7).
d)

3) A

X

with respect to E =) X paracompact
^4‑paracompact
(The converse is false: see 1.4 and 1.6).

with respect to E

topological space X is paracompact,
A

topological space

X

if and only if,is ^4‑paracompact in X
is compact, if and only if, is ^4‑paracompact with

respect to X.

Lemma

1.2. Let X be a regular space,and E a closedsubsetof X, if X is

A‑paracompact in E, then E is a normal subsetin X.
Proof.

Let F a closed subset of X non intersectingE, for every xeF

there is an open neighbourhood Vx of x in X such that Vxr＼E=0.
open covering HJ={Vx＼x^F}＼J{X＼F}
is locallyfinite
i n E.

Then, the

of X has an open refinement <V which

Clearly, st(F,cy) and X＼st(F,cv) are disjointopen neighbourhoods of F
and E, respectively.
Theorem

1.3. Let X be a regular space and E a closedsubsetof X.

The

following properties are equivalent:
a)

X is A‑paracompact

in E.

b) E is a‑paracompactin X.
Proof.
X

Let E be a‑paracompact in X, then for every open covering HJ of

there exists an open refinement <V which covers E and is locallyfinite
in

X, and there existsan open subset W such that EaWaWcz

U

V (since E is

a normal subsetin X, [2, Theorem 6]).
Thus cV=cv'＼j{U<W＼U^cU,
is locallyfinite
i n E.

U＼W^0}

is an open refinement of <U which
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be a covering of E

<U=<U/＼j{X＼￡} is an open covering of X.

By

by open subsets of X, then

the hypothesis, there exists an

open refinement cv of HJ which is locally finitein E, then for each xe￡
exists an open

neighbourhood

＼Vr＼E=￡0}, and

Wx

Wx

such that WXC

meets only finitelymany

＼J V, where

members

there

cv' = {Veq;￨

of <=V'.

Hence ￡cU

WX=W
which is open in X, and <V' is an open refinement of
XE.E
HJ' which is locally finitein W.
Finally, since E

is a normal

subset of X (by Lemma

open subset G

such that EdGcGdW,

of V

subsets of X, locally finitein X, which

by open

Theorem

1.4. Let X

1.2),there exists an

and cv"={VnG＼Ve<=V}

is a refinement

covers E.

be a regular space and E a closed subset of X.

The

following properties are equivalent:
a)

X is A‑paracompact

b)

E is compact,
Proof.

Let E

with respect to E.

be a compact

subset of X, then for every open covering HJ

of X there exists a finite subcovering {Ult ･･･, UT}
is a normal

subset of X,

there is an

which

open subset V

covers E.

Since E

such that EdVdVd

UiKJ‑VUr.
Then

c^={&rih=i.‑,rW{￡/＼F￨￡/e<U, ￡/＼F=￡0} is an open refinement of <V,

locally finitewith respect to E.
For the only if part let HJ' be a covering of E
HJ^V'VJiX^E}
open

is an open covering of X.

refinement

cy

of cu, which

meets only finitely many

members

By

by open subsets of X, then

the hypothesis, there exists an

is locally finite with respect to E;
of <V and {FIFecy,

Vr＼E^&＼

then E

is a finite

open refinement of HJ' which covers E.
Theorem

1.5. Let X

be a 7＼ space and E

a closed subset of X.

The fol

lowing properties are equivalent:
a)

X is paracompact in E, and E is a regular subset in X.

b)

E is a normal subset in X,
Proof.

Let

F

a

closed subset of X such that Fr＼E=0.

gular in X, for every j>eF
that Vyr＼E=0.
EczX^F^V,

Then

there is an open neighbourhood

cU={Vy＼y^F}KJ{X＼F}

thus there exists an open

finitein ￡. Then

is an open

refinement

^

Since E is re‑

Vy of y in X such
covering of X and

of 17 which is locally‑

st(F, <W) and X＼st(F, cv) are disjoint open neighbourhoods

of
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F and E, respectively.
Conversely,if E is a normal subsetin a Tx space X then E is regular in
X. Let 17 be an open covering of X such that EdU
thereis an open subset G such that EczGaGczU
^￡^0}

for some UeV.

Then

and c^={￡/}W{F＼G￨Fe17,

is an open refinement of HJ which is locallyfinite
i n E,

Theorem

1.6.

Let X

be a Tx space and E

a closed subset of X.

The fol

lowing properties are equivalent:
a)

X is paracompact

b)

E is a normal subset in X.
Proof.

1.5. The

The

implication a)=4b) follows from

Remark

1.1.2) and Theorem

proof of the converse implication is analogous to the last theorem.

Corollary
X,

with respect to E, and E is a regular subset in X.

1.7. Let X be a regular and To space and E a closedsubsetof

The following propertiesare equivalent:

a) X is paracompact in E.
b) X is paracompact with respectto E.
c) E is a normal subsetin X.

2.
The

On some

covering properties.

properties of the last Section allow us to give characterizations of some

covering properties.
Proposition

2.1. Let X be a T2 space.

The following properties are equi‑

valent:
a)

X is regular,

b)

X is A‑paracompact

in each point of X.

c)

X is A‑paracompact

in each compact subset of X.

d)

X is A‑paracompact

e)

X is paracompact in each compact subset of X.

f)

X is paracompact

g)

X is A‑paracompact

with respect to each compact subset of X.

with respect to each compact subset of X.
in each a‑paracompact

h)

X is paracompact in each a‑paracompact

i)

X is paracompact
Proof.

subset of X.

subset of X.

with respect to each a‑paracompact

It follows

a)<=*b)is the "Teorema"

from

theorems

1 in [11.

subset of X.

of the last Section. The

equivalence
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X is lightly compact.

b)

Every a‑paracompact
Let E
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Proof.
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The following properties are equivalent:

subset of X is compact.

be an a‑paracompact

subset of X, then

Let 17 be a covering of E

is closed by [2,

by open subsets of X, then there is

an open refinement <T of HJ, locally finitein X, which
c[/＼J{X＼E} is a locally finite open

E

covering

covers E.

Then

cy=

of X, thus <V' is finiteby the

hypothesis, hence E is compact.
Conversely, if X is not lightly compact, there is a locally finiteopen cover‑
ing HJ={Uj}j<=j of X which is infinite. For every /e/, let Xj^Uj.
{xjlj^J}

is ≪‑paracompact

in X

Then

E=

by [7, Proposition 1.1.2)] and, by the hypo‑

thesis, E is compact.
Since HJ is locally finiteand / is infinite,it follows that E is infinite. Let
S be an infinite sequence in E.
and

x is an accumulation

meets infinitely many

Clearly, there is a cluster point x of S in E,

point of E.

members

Hence, each open neighbourhood

of x

of HJ, and this is a contradiction. (In this im‑

plication,the hypothesis "X is a T2 space" is not necessary.

See [9, "Obser‑

vacion" VIII.1.160.2)1).
Corollary

2.3.

Let X

be a Tza space.

The following properties are equi‑

valent:
a)

X is pseudocompact.

b)

All a‑paracompact
Proof.

subset of X is compact.

It follows from

Proposition

2.4. Let

[3, Theorem
X

be a

3] and the last theorem.

T3 space, then the following properties are

equivalent:
a)

X is lightly compact.

b)

X is A‑paracompact

Proof.

with respect to each a‑paracompact

It follows from Theorem

subset of X.

2.2, Theorem 1.4 and [2, Corollary 4].

For the implicationb)=^a),we use only that X is a T2 space.
Corollary

2.5.

Let X be a Tza space, then the following properties are

equivalent:
a)

X is pseudocompact.

b)

X is A‑paracompact

with respect to each a‑paracompact

subset of X.

Paracompactness
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The following properties are equi‑

valent:
a)

X is normal.

b)

X is paracompact in each closed subset of X.

c) X is paracompact in each regular subset of X.
d)

X is paracompact

with respect to each closed subset of X.

e)

X is paracompact

with respect to each regular subset of X.

Proof.

If follows

a)￡=>b)
is the "Teorema"
Proposition

from

theorems

of the last Section. The

2 in [1] and a)￡4d)is the Theorem

2.7. Let X

equivalence

8 in [4].

be a topological space, the following properties are

equivalent:
a)

X is paracompact.

b)

X is A‑paracompact

in each closed subset of X.

c) X is A‑paracompact

in each regular subset of X.

d)

in each normal and closed subset of X.

X is A‑paracompact
Proposition

2.8. Let X

be a T2 space.

The following properties are equi‑

valent:
a)

X is compact.

b)

X is A‑paracompact

with respect to each closed subset of X.

c)

X is A‑paracompact

with respect to each regular subset of X.

d)

X is A‑paracompact

with respect to each normal subset of X.

Proposition

2.9. Let X

be a Ti space.

The following properties are equi

valent:
a)

X is countably compact.

b)

All paracompact
Proof.

and closed subset of X is compact.

Let X be a countably compact

space, then, if E is a paracompact

and closed subset of X, we have that E is paracompact
Thus

and countably compact.

E is compact.
If X is not countably compact, then there exists a discrete countable closed

subset E

of X

Corollary

which is infinite. Thus
2.10. Let X

valent:
a)

X is countably compact.

E is Daracomoact

be a Tz space.

and is not compact.

The following properties are equi‑
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equivalent:
a)
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with respect to each paracompact

2.11. Let X

be a regular space.

X is collectionwisenormal

w. r. t. paracompact

and closed subset of X.

The following properties are

and closed sets, and all para‑

compact and closed subset of X is normal in X.
b)

All paracompact

and closed subset of X is a‑paracompact

Proof.

be a collectionwise normal

set and

Let I

regular

space, such

normal in X, and let E
a‑paracompact

w. r.t. paracompact

that all paracompact

be a paracompact

in X.

and

and closed

closed subset of X is

and closed subset of X; if E

is not

in X, then E is not a‑collectionwise normal in X [8, Proposition

1.13], and this is a contradiction.
Conversely, let X such that all paracompact
compact in X, then allparacompact

and

closed subset is a‑para‑

and closed subset is normal in X.

If {Dj}jeJ

is a discrete family of paracompact
paracompact

and closed subsets of X, then E―＼JD} is
jeJ
and closed in X, thus E is a‑paracompact in X, and E is a‑collec‑

tionwise normal in X [2. Theorem
Remark

2.12. In the last proposition, the hypothesis "all paracompact

closed subset of X

is normal

collectionwise normal

Example.

has

and

can not be omitted, because there exists a
and closed sets, and

T3a

space such

and closed subset that is not normal in X.

Let T=[0,

space and

X"

w. r.t. paracompact

that has a paracompact

T3a

81. and this proves the result.

￡]x[0, o>]＼{(0,a>)} be the Tychonoff

the paracompact

plank, T is a

and closed subset {i2}x[0, <o) that is not

normal in T.
1. Let P be a paracompact
a)

There

is ae[0, i2) such

compact
b)

and closed subset in T, then:
that jPn([a, i2)X{a>})=0

There is noe[O, <o] such that ‑Pn([fl,i2)x[n0) o>])=0
[0, a>] there is pn^n
sup{xP7l￨ne[0,

Thus

and xPne[c,

(if, for each ne

i2) such that (xPn, pn)<=P, then c=

<w]}g[g, i2), and (c,(o)<^P, but this is a contradiction).

each paracompact

and closed subset in T is the union of a discrete and

closed subset of {i2}X[n0, <o)(for some

n0e[0, <y)),and a compact

[0, J2]X[0, <u]＼((a,
i ?]X[n0, a>])(for some
2. Let a discrete family of paracompact
for each ;g/

(because P is para‑

and closed in T).

subset of

n0e[0, <w) and ae[0, i2)).

and closed subsets of X, {Pj}j<=j,then

there is a discrete set ‑D,‑c{i2}X[0, w) and a compact

pairwise disjoints,such that P,=Di＼jKu

set Kj

Paracompactness
Since U Pj=P
and a compact

is paracompact

set K

closed in T,

par wise disjoints, such

union of finitelymany
lows

and

and Closed Subsets

members
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there is a discrete set D,

that P=D＼JK.

Then

K

is the

of {Kj}j<=j. Since T is a regular space, it fol‑

the result.
Corollary

2.13. Let

X

be a regular

and

normal

space.

The following

properties are equivalent:
a)

X is A‑paracompact

b)

X is collectionwisenormal

c)

All paracompact
Proposition

in each paracompact and closed subset of X.
w. r. t. paracompact

and closed sets.

and closed subset of X is a‑paracompact

2.14. Let X

be a T3 space.

in X.

The following properties are equi‑

valent:
a)

X is paracompact in each paracompact

b)

X is paracompact

c)

All paracompact

and closed subset of X is normal in X.

Remark.

results 2.11, 2.12 and 2.14 cause the next definition.

The

Definition
paracompact

From

2. Let X

be a 7＼ space.

We

say

and closed subset of X.

that X

is P‑normal

if all

and closed subset of X is normal in X.

Remark
T3.

and closed subset of X.

with respect to each paracompact

2.15. We
Remark

have

that: T4 implies P‑normal, and P‑normal implies

2.12 it follows that T3a^P‑normal.

2.9 it follows that all countably compact
that P‑normal

^T4

Proposition

Also, from

Proposition

and T3 space is P‑normal, this proves

(let TO, J2lxrO, Q)).

2.16. Let X

be a T3 space.

The following properties are equi‑

valent:
a)

X is countably compact.

b)

All a‑paracompact
Proof.

and closed subset of X is compact.

Analogously

to proof of Proposition 2.9 (a

c‑paracompact

subset

of a regular space is paracompact).
Corollary

2.17. Let X be a T3 space.

The following properties are equi‑

valent:
a)
b)

X is countably compact.
X is A‑paracompact with respect to each a‑paracompact and closed subset of X.
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Proposition
equivalent:
a)

2.18. Let X

All a‑paracompact

and E. Quterelo

be a regular space.

The following properties are

and closed subset is a‑paracompact in X.

W＼ All rs‑hnmrnrnhnrt nrtH rinsed suhcaf ≫cnnvvnni in Y
Proof.

It follows from

Corollary
valent:

Theorem

1.3 in [7]

2.19. Let X be a T3 space.

a)

X is A‑paracompact

b)

X is paracompact in each a‑paracompact

c)

X is paracompvct
Corollary

Open

The following properties are equi‑

in each a‑paracompact

and closed subset of X.

and closed subset of X.

with respect to each a‑paracompact

2.20. // X is T4 then X is A‑paracompact

and closed subset of X.
in each a‑paracompact

problems.

1) Characterization of completely regular space using these methods.
2) Characterization of P‑normal spaces.
3) Characterization of those Tt spaces such

that all <y‑paracompact and

closed
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